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Rajendra Academy for Teachers’ Education, Gopalpur, Durgapur, WB is providing 

quality education to the student-teachers in order to achieve the professional skills and 

nation building education. The vision of the college is to produce disciplined, dedicated 

and prospective teachers equipped with prerequisite knowledge, skill and professional 

attitude. They will be in place to carry on nation building activities and would be ready 

to perform the responsibility under all condition of the school level.  

Besides the teaching process, to develop the intellectual, professional skills and all 

round development through the organizing various programme. The institute 

successfully organized the programme of NET, SET, and WBTET coaching and spoken 

language development. The successfully running of M.Ed, B.Ed and D.El.Ed 

programme and get admission fees transparency process of university. Institution 

appointed more qualified teachers those who qualify the NET/SET and Ph.D. All the 

faculties of the college are using new innovative teaching technology to improve quality 

education. The institutions provide help and free education to the under privileged 

students and encourage them for higher education. The institution is continuously 

organizing International Seminar, International Conference on contemporary problem in 

the field of Teacher Education. The placement cell is working effectively and providing 

jobs in private schools for the talented students those who passed out from our 

institution. 

The institute is situated in rural areas and students are also coming from remote areas. 

Sometimes due to tough circumstances they are not able to continue their studies. 

Keeping the fact in the mind, the college provides free transportation to all students. 

College also takes initiative for making campus green and clear. The student teachers 

organize the ‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ and government of India provided certificate to 

all the participant students’ teachers and also ‘Beti Bachao and Beti Padhao 

programme.’ The college takes initiative to collaborate with NGO and esteemed 

organizations. 
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